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KITCHEN OF
THEMONTH

BACKSPLASH
Rittenhouse Square subway tiles in Arctic
White are by Daltile. The company tries
to minimize waste by recycling scrap tile
back into the manufacturing process.

COUNTERTOP
-Eco in Black Forest by Cosentino is a

. durable quartz-like surface made of75
percent recycled content and bound
by an eco-friendly corn-oil resin.

WINDOWS AND PAINT
Marvin windows are double-paned and
made of Low E366 glass, for energy
efAciency. Paint is Benjamin Moore's
low-VOC Aura in Hancock Green.

REFRIGERATOR
The Electrolux Icon Energy Star refriger-
ator uses less power. Look for the Energy
Star rating on dishwashers as well.
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WALL OVENS
The Electrolux Icon convection double wall
oven has a control panel that lights up
when you need it and dims when you don't.

CABINETRY
Petersburg Square cabinets by Holiday
Kitchens are designed to use less wood
in the construction process.

FAUCET
Kohler's HiRise bridge faucet is equipped
with an aerator to reduce waterconsump-
tion while maintaining a steady flow.

COMPOST PAIL
"Our chickens, falcons, peacock, and crow
are fed bits from the compost pail, and the
vegetarian compost is put aside for the
garden," Kennedy says.

FLOORING
Carbonized Strand bamboo flooring from
Dragonfly Bamboo has an anti-scratch UV
coating to prevent fading.

LIGHTING
The 365+Brasa pendant from Ikea and the
cabinets are Atted with energy-saving LED
lights by Oznium that generate less heat
and last for years.

RECYCLING BINS
"I'm militant about waste, and my children
are very well-trained," says Kennedy, who
had one end of the island Atted with six
recycling bins.

HEATING
A geothermal pump supplies radiant
heat to the floors and will save energy
in the long run. »
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